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SOME EUROPEAN (MIS)PERCEPTIONS
OF AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN

GLENDA RILEY

DURING THE LAST DECADE, there has been a tremendous growth
in awareness among scholars as well as laypeople concerning the
stereotypical roles and status that American society has assigned
to women and minority group members. In order to understand
the many difficulties in communication and interaction that have
developed between these groups and the larger society as a result
of these inaccurate images, a large number of provocative and
probing questions are being raised. One such significant and fascinating i~quiry is dealt with here.
This study analyzes early views of American Indian women that
characterized them as debased and exploited human beings. Because this inaccurate portrayal continues to interfere with the development of a more discriminating perception of native women's
position and functions in their cultures, this essay reviews and
critiques the writings of eighteenth and nineteenth-century European explorers, travellers, and commentators who helped create
this biased interpretation of Indian women. The sample includes
a cross-section of European nations, historical periods, professions,
and well-known as well as relatively obscure writers.
These European observers are not notable for thorough or objective investigations. Their writings tend to reveal one dominant
and enduring theme: the eventual triumph of white populations
over inferior native inhabitants ofAmerica. Believing in the natural
superiority of white people and their "civilized" world, these writers, like most Europeans, envisioned white settlers as deserving
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conquerors of American frontier regions. Accordingly, they believed that frontiersmen and women were a superior breed of people as their willingness and ability to subdue often dangerous people
and territory proved. Thus, frontiersmen and women could be
forgiven their limitations and occasional lapses into primitivism
because of their zealousness in spreading the culture of the white
world throughout the American frontier.
This ethnocentric thinking led these Europeans into curious
interpretations of women, white and native. Although white frontierswomen frequently overstepped European ideas of propriety
in exercising their independence and freedom, they still were admired as forces of progress and morality in the wilderness. They
were a source of light in a dark and primitive land; they were
courageous victors over an untamed region and its barbaric residents. 1
While these Europeans often gave saintlike qualities to white
women on the frontier, they frequently reacted negatively to the
hard-working, domestic, and occasionally polyg~mous American
Indian women who also inhabited the region. Because they generally believed that the frontier's native population was doomed
to extinction, these writers were inclined to call Indian females
"savages" and to place them on the other end of the continuum
from white frontierswomen. To them, the saints would clearly
triumph, the savages would vanish, and the' fate of each would bear
out what they already believed about white and American Indian
women. In other words, in their eyes, saints deserved to survive
while savages deserved to disappear.
Like so many other distorted European conceptions of the American frontier, these prejudiced images of Indian women resulted
from what Europeans wished to see rather than what they saw.
European comments upon American Indian women were not primarily fantasy, however. In many cases, their reactions were based
on an extensive amount ofobservation, but the results were shaded,
colored, and limned in such a manner that white women became
slightly larger than life while native women were minimized.
When writing of the American Indian women, many of these
European writers often subsumed them under the general topic
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of Indian. When they referred specifically to Indian women, however, they tended to call them "squaws" rather than to use more
acceptable terms such as "brave" or "chief," which were used in
reference to American Indian men. Given the historical, harsh
connotation of the t~rm squaw, its use by Europeans suggests careless ignorance on their part about the term's meaning and their
prejudices toward Indian women. 2
Besides categorizing native women as Indians and as squaws,
these Europeans saw them as females whom they also considered
second-class beings. Still, while these observers regarded Indian
women as inferior on several counts, they were greatly interested
in the same aspects of the native women's lives that generally
concerned them about white women. Consequently, many Europeans paid inordinant attention to the physical appearance, beauty,
and dress of American Indian women. While some commentators
grudgingly portrayed them as "seldom ugly," others were most
positive in describing native women as "quite lovely."3 Still others
noted beautiful women in specific tribes. For example, a French
naval officer thought that Louisiana Indians had "beautiful wives,"
a German novelist that Choctaw women had "beautiful figures,"
and a French traveller that Lake Erie Indian women were "the
most comely savages I had yet seen."4 In the 1840s the English
author, Frederick Marryat, represented Co,manche women as "exquisitely clean, good-looking, and but slightly bronzed" and favorably compared Shoshone women with graceful Arabian women. 5 .
These comments do not conform to the accepted image of the
"squaw," however, and were a minority viewpoint. Indeed, most
Europeans seemed convinced that American Indian women were
dirty, ugly, unattractive creatures. They shared the view of French
author Alexis de Tocqueville-there were no "passable" Indian
women-and offered a variety of explanations. 6 The hard work that
Indian women performed was often given as the cause of early
aging and ugliness. 7 Uncleanliness and filth were also suggested as
reasons for what seemed to some viewers to be disgusting appearance. 8 In the 1790s an Englishman, Isaac Weld, set forth clearly
his judgment of Indian women:
I never saw an Indian woman of the age of thirty, but what her eyes
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were sunk, her forehead wrinkled, her skin loose and shrivelled,
and her whole person, in short, forbidding; yet, when young, their
faces and persons are really pleasing not to say sometimes very
captivating.... This sudden change is chiefly owing to the drudgery imposed on them by the men after a certain age; to their exposing
themselves so much to the burning rays of the sun; sitting so continually in the smoke of wood fires; and, above all, to the general
custom of prostituting themselves at a very early age. 9
Forty years later a German scientist, Prince Maxmilian of Weid,
consistently described women of various tribes in the upper Missouri River region as ugly, plain in appearance, and unappealing
in dress and personal hygiene. 10 Another early-nineteenth-century
traveller was more succinct in his reaction to American Indian
women: "As to personal appearance, with very few exceptions, I
can only specify three degrees-horrible, more horrible-most
horrible. "11
Yet when Europeans turned their attention to the dress ofIndian
women they did not appear to be describing ugly, filthy females.
After his very negative description of Indian women, Weld went
on to report the many ribbons, jewelry, and other ornaments they
wore. 12 Others also spoke of the ribbons, shells, feathers, beautiful
dresses, delicate moccasins, and ornaments American Indian women
used. 13 In addition, there were frequent comments regarding carefully arranged hairdos. 14 "Their hair is very beautiful," Hungarian
naturalist John Xantus wrote of women in Missouri, "always dressed
with great care and falling softly on the shoulders. "15
Even those travellers who encountered poorer Indians generally
reacted favorably to women's dress. According to English observer
Charles Trevelyan in 1898, Indians were dressed "like shabby
Americans, though the women, some of them, wear blankets like
a Scotch lassie wears her shawl. "16 Englishwoman Harriet Martineau was also impressed by the native women in Oneida, New
York, who were neatly dressed and wrapped in clean blankets. 17
Swedish traveler Fredrika Bremer complimented Indian women
in St. Paul for being "less painted, and with better taste than the
men."18
Yet this is not the way American Indian women appeared in
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literary works, which more often presented them as lovely young
maidens or princesses in exotic garb. In the 1840s Marryat's Narrative described Indian women in doeskin shirts, embroidered
moccasins, ankle and wrist bracelets, and with valuable jewels in
their luxuriant raven hair. 19 In 1845 another author visualized the
heroine of his novel in an elegant sheepskin cloak, porcupine quill
work, and elks' teeth ornaments. 20 Beads, tinkling silver bells, wampum belts, scarlet leggings, partially nude bosoms, and hair that
reached almost to the ground were part of other novelists' descriptions. 21 French novelist Gustave Aimard created a prototype of
Indian maidens when in 1878 he introduced Ova, the daughter of
a chief, who wore "a tunic of water-green colour, fastened around
her waist by a wampum-belt, with a large golden buckle." According
to Aimard, Ova was much loved by all, and· "when she danced for
her father, the old man's forehead became unwrinkled," while her
ardent lover was moved to bring her "perfumes of grizzly bears'
grease, necklaces of alligator's teeth, and wampum girdles. "22
To understand these contradictory images of American Indian
women one must recognize that Indians were a difficult and complex topic for most Europeans. Caught between' opposing interpretations of the "good" Indian who was simple, pure, and virtuous
and the "bad" Indian who was cruel, rapacious, and predatory,
Europeans often tended to reflect one view or the other rather
than to blend the two into a composite portrait ofIndians combining
"good" and "bad. "23
A number of European observers staunchly defended the reality
of the "good" Indian. One of these commentators, a German physician named Johann Schopf, travelled throughout frontier America
in the early 1780s. He maintained that the moral character of
activities of American Indians was not nearly as black as painted,
that many of their arts demonstrated patience and invention, and
that their medical competence was high even though American
physicians disparaged the knowledge Indians offered. 24 Popular
French author Franc;ois Auguste Rene Chateaubriand was also sympathetic to American Indians. Believing it unfair to show only the
unattractive characteristics of Indians, he argued that their laws
were "grave and their manners often charming."25 Other European
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novelists took similar positions. Norwegian author Jens Tvedt, depicting a Dakota woman as a child of a trapper growing up among
American Indians and marrying one of them, put these words in
her mouth:
There are Indians who possess just as many good qualities as any
white person. Although you may find some of the worst scum among
them, I think that you will find quite as many bad specimens among
our own people. You will seldom find sucha degree of vile coarseness
among the Indians as exists among the whites-at least as long as
they have not been corrupted by c.ontact with the whites. 26

In the 1830s novelist Charles Sealsfield decried unjust treatment
of American Indians who were, after all, the legitimate owners of
lands that whites were so ruthlessly seizing. 27 But the greatest
supporter of the American Indian was Karl May, a German writer
famous for his novel, Winnetou (1892). May deplored that Indians
had not been granted adequate time to evolve from hunter to
farmer to city dweller. Instead, May argued, Indians had been
expected to make one great leap, and when unable to do so because
of their "unique character" they were killed off by whites. "What
could the race have achieved given a chance?" he lamented. 28
Other sympathetic commentators challenged the widespread use
of the term "savage" in describing American Indians. In the 1790s
Louis-Phillippe, king of France, said that he preferred to call them
Indians rather than savages because he did not find in his observations "that these people merit that epithet in any way. "29 Others
maintained that white settlers deserved the term "savage" more
than did Indians. Half-civilized and brutal in their actions towards
Indians, whites were depicted as less desirable acquaintances than
"the genuine uncontaminated Indian. "30
But European portrayals of "bad" Indians seemed to far outnumber those of "good" Indians. As early as 1628 a Dutch minister
described American Indians as "entirely savage and wild ... uncivil
and stupid as garden poles," a view repeated many times in subsequent generations. 31 One French pianist denounced Indians in
his audience as "a delegation of savages," a Hungarian naturalist
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declared them "completely savage and far, far removed from civilization," a Dutchman labeled them a "degenerate race," and a
Prussian traveller insisted that they were "corporeally and mentally
so very different" from whites. 32 In 1913 English commentator Rupert Brooke epitomized this line of thought when he delivered his
final judgment on American Indians in the Westminister Gazette.
"The Indians have passed," he proclaimed. "They have left no arts,
no tradition, no buildings or roads or laws; only a story or two, and
a few names, strange and beautiful. "33
Some Europeans reacted so negatively to the Indians because
such writers as Chateaubriand and American novelist James Fenimore Cooper had led them to expect romanticized, idealized figures. Like Tocqueville, many travellers were disappointed and
disillusioned to find small, wiry people who could have come "from
the lowest mob of our great European cities."34 Comparisons were
common ofIndians with peasants, Arabian Bedouins, and gypsies. 35
One disenchanted Englishman concluded that "they were a dirty
vagabond lot not unlike our gipsies [sic]. "36 Considering the popularity of such unflattering assessments, it is little wonder that many
authors increasingly characterized Indians as having "snakes" in the
"bosom of their race" and capable of anything from violent attack
on an infant colony to harboring white murderers, robbers, and
.
37
rapIsts.
Even more than with dirty, ragged appearance, Europeans were
disgusted with the drunkenness of some American Indians. Tocqueville, for example, recounted several instances of drunken Indian men and women. To him, they were brutalized, like wild
beasts, and to be feared when in a drunken state. 38 Other writers
varied in their remarks from extending sympathy to "poor corrupted frontier Indians" to concluding that Indians would go to any
lengths, including selling a wife or child, to obtain liquor. 39 To their
credit, European spectators realized that they were seeing the
worst representations of American Indians. Often the most visible
Indians were those whose culture had been destroyed and who
were now lazy, dirty beggars congregated around towns and railroad
depots searching for a handout. 40 In the 1820s Paul Wilhelm, Duke
ofWurttemberg, pointed out that it was highly unfair and inaccurate
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to extrapolate from a few drunken Indians to all Indians. Tocqueville added that unspoiled tribes had retreated out of sight into the
wilds. 41
The degradation and destruction ofAmerica's native peoples that
Paul Wilhelm, Tocqueville, and others noted so outraged many
Europeans that they seemed compelled to blame someone. Because the Frenchman, Chateaubriand, for example, believed that
Indians were basically good, he placed responsibility on Europeans
for debasing and destroying native culture and society. For him,
in America "the right of force took independence" from its first
inhabitants. 42 Hungarian observers Francis and Theresa Pulszky
similarly condemned Anglo-Saxons for being great colonizers but
ineffective civilizers who routinely swept native races away in the
settlement process. 43 Others indicted arrogant American pioneers
for decimating "unhappy savages" and driving them across the land. 44
Still others blamed the United States government for the harm
done to Indians through its unenlightened policies. 45
The conviction that whites were accountable for the plight of the
American Indian was not unanimous, however. Prussian civil servant Frederick von Raumer charged that the Indians were at fault
because of their idleness, which made impossible their assimilation
into an industrious white society. To him, not only was their degeneration inevitable because of their bad habits, but they had no
lasting claim to their land just because they hunted it first. 46 In
1837, English observer Francis Grund supported von Raumer on
both counts. Since Indians possessed few traditions and little moral
character, he argued, they could never be civilized. Moreover,
since they had not cultivated the land, they had no "distinct title
to it arising from actual labor. " Although Grund regretted "the fate
of that doomed people," he could "hardly think of rescuing them
from it, without being guilty of the most flagrant injustice to the
rest of mankind" who could use the land much more efficiently. 47
Other travellers agreed that the advance of whites across the continent was grand and solemn, that rescuing the land from "savages"
and "wild beasts" to make better use of it was a progressive change,
and that it was difficult to contemplate America's "growing wealth
and strength without rejoicing. 48
These large contradictions between "good" and "bad" Indians
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were reflected in European interpretations of American Indian
women. Were they pure, simple, lovely princesses clothed in exotic
attire, or were they ugly, filthy, ragged squaws who deserved extermination? For Europeans, adopting the first view seemed easier
while sitting by a warm fire on the continent reading a romantic
novel than while travelling through America observing Indian women.
Arriving in the New World with specific ideas about how women,
even those of supposedly inferior race, should act and be treated,
Europeans were troubled by what they saw. Superficial topics such
as physical appearance and dress obviously created problems, but
when they moved on to a consideration of more significant issues
such as sexual mores and marriage customs among Indian groups,
their responses ranged from rationalization to acrimony.
Sexual relations between American Indian women and white
men particularly evoked a complex spectrum of reactions from
Europeans. Beginning with John Rolfe and Pocahontas, Europeans
exhibited a willingness to believe that European men were sent
by Providence to guide and uplift native women in a way that their
own men were incapable of doing. 49 In 1847, for example, Marryat
noted in his diary that the daughter of an Indian chief who married
a white man raised the prestige of his family and added that the
Randolphs of Virginia still boasted of their association with Pocahontas. 50
But Marryat also pointed out several practical reasons for an
alliance between an Indian woman and a white man. Of Indian
women he said: "They labour hard, never complain, are always
faithful and devoted, and very sparing of their talk." A decade
earlier, a German traveller stated that a native wife insured a white
man's safety while among the Indians, but she was only temporary,
to be discarded when her usefulness came to an end. 51 American
Indian women were also said to be attractive to white men because
of their lands or other income. According to von Raumer, "many
improvident or dissolute whites marry Indian girls in order to share
their income, the amount of which to their joy increases, as intemperance diminishes the number of the Indians. "52 And when a white
man was unable to obtain a mistress or a wife in any other way,
he supposedly could purchase an Indian woman with ponies, liquor,
or baubles. 53
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Although these reasons were widely argued for establishing a
liaison with European Indian women, many European men recoiled from the practice. Some felt that such ways were detrimental
to the Indians. Weld, for example, believed that prostitution among
Indian women caused sterility and thus a decline in the native
population, while Englishman Adam Hodgson expressed concern
in the 1820s that intermarriage between Indians and whites undermined native customs. 54 But most Europeans who opposed Indian-white relationships did so on the basis of traditional white
attitudes. A Hungarian traveller rejected the idea because he thought
Indian women were unattractive. 55 The protagonist of a Hungarian
novel rebuffed the offer of an Indian bride because he thought
native women were dirty and untidy wives. 56 And the hero of a
Polish story fled an impending marriage with an American Indian
woman because he thought her customs repulsive. He decided to
ask his commanding officer for a distant mission when he observed
his bride-to-be presiding at a prenuptial banquet.
She sat there disembowelling the ox. She would plunge her round
arms deep into the interior of the beast and then pull them out,
dripping with gore and warm fat that she would offer to the whole
company. ... My betrothed greeted me with a smile, as she put a
warm, raw bite to her lips, and swallowed it almost without chewing
at all. Her eyes glistened with pleasure, as if she were eating caramels. 57

Other Europeans were repelled by what they considered a lack
of moral compunction in these Indian-white relationships. 58 "The
child of man in natural surroundings," one German traveller wrote
in the 1850s, "knows little of the pure feelings of shame and love. "59
Other travellers claimed that they desperately pointed to their
wedding rings or wildly distributed presents among the Indians in
order to avoid insulting them while rejecting one of their women. 60
Even German novelist Karl May, who was extremely favorable
toward American Indians, had trouble dealing with this issue. In
one of his works he has an Indian character assert that, "The great
Spirit has cursed every red woman who loves a white man; therefore the children of such a woman are like the worm," and in another
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he goes to the extreme length of killing the Indian Winnetou's
sister to prevent further embarrassing affection between her and
the hero, Shatterhand. 61
Significantly, few if any European observers analyzed why American Indian women became involved with white men. These commentators not only failed to consider either political or economic
motivations on the part of American Indians but also ignored the
possible legitimacy of Indian customs that proscribed sexual and
marital behavior patterns for women. Instead, they tended to offer
supercilious descriptions of intermating:
It is very curious to see that at each of the trading posts there has
been started a manufactory, so to speak, of half-breeds. Every petty
clerk or apprentice has his squaw. . . who usually wears her native
costume, but as richly ornamented as possible, for Indian women
also measure love by the presents given them. 62

Moreover, Europeans were 'quick to justify their behavior in this
matter while condemning that of the Indian. Few voices challenged
prevalent white assumptions that white behavior towards Indians
was justifiable while Indian actions concerning whites were immoral. One of the few who spoke out in 1845 deserves to be quoted
in full.
.
It is no new feature in the terrible history of slavery that we are

giving publicity to. Certainly on all occasions when a white man
honoured a red-skin girl with his affection, the parents or guardians
fixed a price upon her possessions, which price paid, the woman
was ever after the property of the purchaser. Btit is it alone amid
the wild Indians of the American prairies that this custom prevails?
If we look around, we shall find the fair daughters of Europe brought
to market not so universally, neither so openly and avowedly, but
still bought and sold as nakedly and as foully as any poor Comanche
or Lutaw maiden ever was. 63
Even if European critics considered the comparison raised here
they were faced with other evidence that assured them of their
moral righteousness and the depravity of I.ndians.
Polygamy was especially shocking to Europeans. Because it was
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not part of their cultural background they were unprepared to see
any possible validity in the institution. Travellers frequently commented at length upon polygamy, and many novelists suggested it
was a commonplace in American Indian life. 64 The usual interpretation was that polygamy illustrated the disdain of Indian men for
their women. Louis-Phillippe claimed that polygamy rendered
women contemptible in men's eyes, while von Raumer argued that
the treatment of women resulting from polygamy did not reflect
the mild, happy relationships assumed to exist among American
Indians. 65 Some travellers recounted dramatic tales of women's
responses to such reprehensible treatment, including stories of
wives who violently fought the admittance of another wife into
their home or took their own lives and those of their children rather
than tolerate such an indignity. 66
The seeming liberality of premarital sexual practices among Indian groups also upset many Europeans. "When an unmarried
brave passes through a village, he hires a girl for a night or two,
as he pleases, and her parents find nothing wrong with this," puzzled French naval officer Jean-Bernard Bossu in the 1860s. He
seemed less perplexed that chiefs would harangue young girls to
offer their bodies to white men because there was an advantage to
be gained: women would then bear a white man's child who would
have white intellligence and thus cause whites to fear rather than
abuse him or her. 67 Paul Wilhelm, however, assumed that native
women entered involvements with men and often bore a child out
of wedlock because they were outgoing, kind, and overly fond of
ornaments. 68
Still other observers noted that many Indian women were little
more than prostitutes, for sale by their mothers, fathers, or themselves. 69 One traveller was offended by what he considered the
loose behavior of Osage women seated near him at dinner whose
expressions, as interpreted to him, "were of the most obscene
nature."70 Another was appalled when, left alone in a hut with
several young Indian women, in his words, "the women and girls
fell upon me, ripped at my clothes and allowed themselves the
most embarrassing grasps of the hand and I was forced to free
myself with use of my fists. "71
To European eyes, the sexual behavior of many American Indian
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women not only appeared immoral and dangerous, but also contradictory since few of these women had little voice in the selection
of a marriage partner. Fredrika Bremer thought one of the worst
features of Indian women's lives was that they were seldom able
to choose their mates. 72 The practice of arranged marriages also
provided the raw material for hundreds of nineteenth-century fictionalized romance stories, which sometimes ended satisfactorily
but more often with one or both of the couple committing suicide. 73
Only a few commentators looked deeper into the situation, as did
one Polish writer in the 1870s, to see that women's lack of choice
was perhaps not as absolute as first appeared.
For you see that while Indian maidens appear to have no will of
their own in choosing a husband, that is really not the case at all.
The father sells you a young squaw and you take her from his wigwam
to your tent or hut. But if you take her against her will, you are
brewing yourself a whole pot of trouble. The maiden will sulk, bite,
throw herself on you with a knife, hide away, malinger, and after a
few days will flee back to her father, at worst, with some other
lover. 74

Many observers noticed that women so sexually free before marriage were expected to be chaste after marriage. 75 One eighteenthcentury author explained that "only in the bud were these wild
roses" accessible. "Liberal to profusion of their charms before marriage," he elucidated, "they are chastity itself after. "76 Should they
violate these standards of matrimonial fidelity, women in many
Indian tribes could be harshly punished. These penalties often
involved physical disfigurement such as t~e severing of an ear. 77
In the 1760s Bossu concluded that such extreme punishment was
a practical matter because, according to him, '~all the Indians trace
their ancestry from their mother's family, since they are sure that
they are her children but cannot be certain of the male parent. "78
These high expectations of women's chastity in marriage did not
seem to jibe with the custom of many Indians offering their daughters and even wives as bedmates to guests. John Smith of Virginia
was one of the first Europeans to explain that many American Indian
men did not consider a sexual alliance between their daughter or
wife and another man promiscuous if the men sanctioned it. "Their
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women are carefull not to bee suspected of dishonesty without the
leave of their husbands," he wrote in 1612. 79 In later years other
travellers also pointed out that a woman's sexual liaisons were not
judged immoral when approved by a husband, father, or brother. 80
Yet others noted that fidelity was not a trait of Indian women in
all groups. According to Maximilian, prudery was not a "virtue" of
Indian women that he observed, and their infidelity was seldom
punished. 81 Swiss artist Rudolph Friederich Kurz also frequently
portrayed Indian women as commodities purchased with a variety
of gifts, married in groups of sisters, and given to infidelity. He
noted that white traders were anxious to m,arry Indian women to
gain the patronage of the woman's family, but that such women
only stayed with a white man "just long enough to procure all that
a white man [was] able to give her." Married briefly to an Indian
woman, Kurz lamented when approached with the offer of another
native wife, "The same old story of an Indian woman I am to
marry-if it were not so difficult to keep her after I get her!"82
Other Europeans commented on what appeared to be similarly
puzzling aspects of native women's behavior and status. Bossu noted
that Choctaw women left their homes during their menstrual periods to placate the men who believed a menstruating woman would
make them ill and cause them bad luck in battle, that they also
went into the woods alone and bore their babies without assistance,
and that these women disciplined their female children but never
their male children. 83 Still other Europeans recorded the existence
of similar customs among other American Indian groups, but added
that once a wife became a mother she was accorded a degree of
respect. 84 "A crime considered frightful and unheard of among the
Indians is that of a son rebellious to his mother," wrote Chateaubriand in 1827. "When she grows old, he feeds her. "85 According
to Bremer, if a woman happened to be the mother of a distinguished
warrior, men of the tribe especially esteemed her. 86 In turn Indian
mothers appeared to be caring and affectionate towards their children, for many Europeans complimented them profusely in this
area. 87
Clearly, numerous aspects of American Indian culture, mores,
and lifestyles perplexed and puzzled many Europeans. They were
disconcerted because their observations did not confirm inaccurate
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and unrealistic expectations of New World natives that they had
discovered in literary and other types of sources. To explain in part
their recurring disappointment, it must be pointed out that Europeans were nearly obsessed with information about American
culture and character from the beginnings ofthe American colonies.
Viewing America as a child who would fulfill the thwarted wishes
and dreams of Europe, many travellers marveled at American space,
land, abundant food, progress, and freedom, characteristics their
narrow and impoverished environment seemed to lack. 88 Seeing
themselves as the downtrodden, oppressed, or affiicted, Europeans
looked across the ocean for relief and hope in the land of the future.
As a result, most European commentary upon America was based
more on fantasy than fact. European observers arrived at their view
of America and its peoples through a filter that not only shaped
but often distorted their vision. They tended to see the inhabitants
of this strange, untried region as larger than life, as atypical specimens of humankind conquering a brave but dangerous new world.
One late-nineteenth-century writer claimed that for most Europeans the West was "a very lusty, not to say rowdy country; where
blasphemy, murder, and swindling" were rife. "They judge by what
they have read," he added, "and their opinion would be perfectly
justified, were it not that with few exceptions authors have seemed
to centre their attention on the careful collection of as many instances of barbarism and crime as their pens could lay hold of, thus
presenting the country in a most unfavourable, and ... incorrect
light. "89 Consequently, Europeans inflated the vices and virtues of
the American peoples so as to understand the American experience
in terms of their own needs and desires.
This European tendency towards wish fulfillment was encouraged by successive American frontiers. Each frontier appeared to
be one more promise, one more opportunity for the redemption
of the decayed world that Europeans inhabited. Many commentators thus reached new heights of exaggeration, and of inaccuracy
as well, in their analysis of frontier America. Those travellers who
visited parts of the frontier seemed much more concerned with
their preconceptions than with the reality that confronted them.
In the 1850s Fredricka Bremer explained that "the West is the

Chateaubriand with Indian woman from Chateaubriand's Travels in America,
p.26.
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garden where the rivers carry along with them gold. . this enigmatic, promised land, this land of the future, I shall now behold!"90
And Englishwoman Isabella Bird rhapsodized as she approached
Rock Island, "On we flew to the West, the land of Wild Indians
and Buffaloes. "91
Chateaubriand was another example of such blurred vision. Although he garnered most of his views of the American frontier from
other authors and travelled only briefly in the United States in
1791, he confidently produced a series of stereotyped Indian novels
in addition to a lengthy narrative of his experiences in the American
West. 92 Like so many of his contemporaries, Chateaubriand responded more to his needs and to those of his audience than to
the realities of western American life. 93 Others who waxed eloquent
about the American West despite their own limited exposure to it
included William Cobbett who visited Indiana in 1818, Alexis de
Tocqueville who travelled over New York and Michigan in the
1830s, Albert Koch who toured the easternmost area of Iowa in
the 1840s, and Isabella Bird who was certain she had reached the
"far West" when she arrived in Davenport, Iowa, in the 1850s. 94
Writings by American authors about American pioneers did little
to counteract the romantic proclivities of Europeans. James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking tales, for example, not only provided idealized notions of Indians and frontier settlers for Europeans,
but also created a vast market for many other dramatic types of
frontier literature including the widely read dime novel. 95 By the
early twentieth century, formula novels regaled European audiences with western character types including Indians characterized
as "savages," "pesky redskins," "red devils," "cussed redskins,"
"bloodthirsty wretches," who could speak only broken English: "Me
se urn .... But me no sabe somet'ing. "96
European authors quickly recognized the universal popularity of
such themes and did not hesitate to exploit them fully. In Germany,
for example, popular novelists developed a deep and continuing
affinity for frontier motifs including wilderness, violence, and the
American Indian. Authors such as Charles Sealsfield, Friedrich
Gerstacker, Friedrich Armand Strubberg, and Balduin M611hausen
presented adventure novels that featured German-born protagonists as authentic heroes of the American frontier. 97 But the German
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fascination with the American West reached its apex in the writings
of Karl May (often called Germany's Cooper), who did not visit the
United States until almost all of his western American adventures
had been written. He was an expert, as were many Europeans who
visited America, at combining his own imagined "facts" with bits
and pieces of information to produce tales that well-served the
wishes and needs of his readers. 98
How, then, could European interpreters of the American frontier
write accurately when such complex pressures impelled them toward misrepresentation and biased judgments? Largely middle and
upper class, well-educated, and usually male, these Europeans
were unprepared by background or experience to serve as accurate
reporters of the West and its peoples. Whether they analyzed the
early frontier of New England, the midwestern frontier, or the far
western frontier their perceptions were so permeated by image
and myth that objectivity was nearly impossible.
With so many countervailing and often less-than-enlightened
conceptions of American Indians swirling through their minds, many
Europeans reacted by giving the topic short shrift. Indeed, Europeans who remained in Europe seem to have been more enamored with the subject of the American Indian than were Europeans
who travelled in America. Others offered inaccurate coverage of
native peoples, perhaps because they did not venture far enough
west to encounter many Indians. Still others allowed their own
shock and disillusionment to interfere with objective reporting.
Whatever the cause, the result was often a disappointingly superficial and biased description of Indian society and culture, descriptions that were nevertheless read and taken as correct and accurate
accounts of American Indians.
The area of Indian society with the greatest potential for such
misrepresentation was the division of work among women and men.
Women were expected to take part in all domestic and agricultural
labor, while men were expected "only" to hunt, fish, care for their
animals and weapons, and conduct warfare. Althought the list of
men's duties might appear to some to be demanding, dangerous,
and exhausting, to most Europeans, products of settled agrarian
or industrial backgrounds, such tasks seemed light, incidental, and
even amusing. As a case in point, French traveller Edouard de
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Montule depicted Indian males as hunting or fighting because they
were "by nature very lazy in cultivating the land or in working as
do civilized people."99
Rare indeed was the traveller such as Friedrich Gerstacker who
argued that "in a state of society where the lives of the family
depend upon the success of the hunter, he must have his arms free
and unencumbered for action at every minute, and dare not toil
under a heavy load, for it would make his aim unsteady. "100 Rather,
travellers endlessly lamented the plight of the poor woman who
carried out all domestic chores, labored in the fields, and took
complete care of the family and its housing while her mate did
little or nothing (that is, he hunted, fished, fought, and took care
of religious duties). 101 Such statements were repeated so often that
they not only became truisms, but some writers reached the extreme of claiming that Indian men did no work and sometimes
even had to be carried on their wives' back when they were too
lazy to walk home from hunting. 102
These inaccurate pictures of the roles and duties of Indian men
and women stemmed largely from commentators having usually
observed only the village life of traditional hunting and military
societies. While observers were afforded many opportunities to
watch native women carry out the domestic chores that were their
responsibility, they seldom had the same chance to witness native
men engaged in a dangerous and demanding buffalo hunt, involved
in deadly warfare, or carrying out various rites such as a sweat
lodge ceremony that were their responsibilities. Since Europeans
came from an industrialized society where hunting and fishing had
become little more than a leisure time sport and warfare a matter
for a trained few, they had little conception of the skill and peril
entailed in such pursuits. Thus, in their eyes, native women got
the very worst of the bargain, while men got the very best. 103
Another matter further complicated the situation. Authors often
lacked direct contact with Indian women. Furthermore, native
societies, valuing oral history and tradition, seldom kept written
records. Even the trappers and missionaries who became acquainted with American Indian women frequently allowed their
self-interests and prejudices to bias their reports. 104 In addition,
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most Europeans failed to reflect the feelings and attitudes of average native women regarding their societal system, and they also
failed to deal with exceptional women. Although some Indian women
became accomplished equestrians, daring warriors, revered medicine people, and venerated religious leaders, only modern anthropologists, historians, and native women serving as tribal, family,
and personal historians have provided stories of unusual Indian
women such as Elk Hollering, Running Eagle, and Old Lady Drives
the Enemy. 105
Because of their prejudice-induced blindspots, most European
commentators emphasized what appeared to them to be a cruelly
unfair division oflabor between Indian men and women. "The man
smokes peacefully while the woman grinds corn in a mortar," LouisPhillippe wrote. "The men in domestic life are exceedingly
slothful. . . . The women perform all the household drudgery. . . .
The active employment of the men is war and hunting," traveller
John Davis added around the turn of the nineteenth century.106
"The squaw has to toil," Pulzsky observed, "the man but to fight,
to hunt, to play, and to speak in council. "107 And according to
Hodgson, "The women were hard at work, digging the ground,
pounding Indian corn, or carrying heavy loads of water from the
river: the men were either setting out to the woods with their guns,
or lying idle before doors. "108
Many European onlookers concluded that the domestic toil
American Indian women performed reduced them to animals or
slaves. "The wife of an Indian is his marketable animal; traveling,
or in a campaign, she carries the burden of his baggage on her
back," explained one observer in 1847. 109 "The women are forced
to do the hardest work, and are treated like slaves," emphasized
another in 1845. 110 Indians "look upon women in a totally different
light from what we do in Europe, and condemn them as slaves to
do all the drudgery," yet another insisted in the 1790sYl John
Xantus was shocked that women "do everything, even the most
degrading tasks we would be embarrassed to ask our servants to
do in Europe."112 An English botanist, John Bradbury, thought their
plight looked so dire that in 1817 he was led to claim that, "Mothers
frequently destroy their female children, alleging as a reason, that
it is better they should die than lead a life so miserable as that to
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which they are doomed.... Also it is said that suicide is not
infrequent. "1l3 In the 1840s Kurz reported that while native men's
"employments" centered around "keeping their weapons in order,
making ornaments for their hair, taking care of their horses, hunting, and waging war," women were charged with all domestic,
childcare, and village-related tasks. "In fact," Kurz added, "all women's duties and pleasures ... are distinctly designated" for women,
including involvement in crafts, personal adornment, and love affairs. 114
Many European novelists reinforced these negative images of
American Indian women by representing them as drudges and their
men as "haughty" husbands who "amuse themselves with hunting,
shooting, fishing. "1l5 These writers frequently characterized the
men as indolent, lazy tyrants who smoked and chatted while their
women labored away their lives. 1l6 Karl May rejected this interpretation, however, in favor of an enlightened Indian hero who
vowed to make his wife "a lady of the hut and the tent, as the
women of the palefaces."117 Perhaps May could not stand to present
his Indian friends as complete tyrants, or perhaps he suspected
that these stereotyped roles of Indian men and women were too
extreme to be accurate.
Other complex problems complicated the perceptions of white
Europeans. Because most Europeans regarded the roles and positions of white women as inferior, it was difficult for them to
understand the view of many native groups that men and women
were separate but equal. 118 That men and women had appropriate
duties that they performed faithfully and well was a matter of pride
to Indians. An American Indian woman could insult another most
severely by saying, "You let your husband carry burthens [sic],"
yet these words sounded to European ears like a complaint rather
than an expression of pride in one's duties. 119 Neither could Europeans understand that an American Indian male walking in front
of a female did not indicate inferiority of the female but rather that
the male was expendable so he placed himself in front to protect
the more valuable female who propagated and cared for the race. 120
Nor did the visitors see that separate dances and amusements did
not automatically indicate male disdain for women. 121
In addition, European critics apparently did not realize the irony
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in their descriptions of native women beribboned and bedecked
with ornaments, beads, and finely worked clothing, women hardly
epitomizing contemptible, degraded slaves and yet described as
such. These writers also did not seem to comprehend the paradox
implied in their accounts of love-struck swains who went to great
lengths to court and capture the hands of their loved ones and who
arranged elaborate and elegant marriage ceremonies, acts that implied great esteem for their future wives. 122 Another significant
paradox occurs in the comments of Europeans when they exclaimed
upon the exquisite basketry, ingenious quillwork, and fine weaving
of Indian women. 123 Maximilian, for example, admired the porcupine quill work, leather dresses and shirts, and buffalo robes
produced by Crow women he encountered. 124 Europeans seemed
unaware that such skills could not be achieved or such crafts produced by slavelike beasts of burden with no leisure time to develop
the marks of a cultured, productive society. 12.5
. Apparently this view of Indian women as unfortunate workhorses
who became cruel brutes as a result of their husbands' mistreatment
was more acceptable to most Europeans than a perspective of native
women as skillful, respected, and well-treated people. Viewing the
lot of these Indian women as a "far cry" from white concepts of
emancipation, many travellers frequently rendered accounts of
"savage women" who were "as insolent as the men were cruel. "126
Such women were described as mean, savage, often drunken, and
fully capable of perpetrating brutality upon the helpless while "uttering bursts of barbarous laughter. "127 Novelists too, even May,
often presented Indian women as outrageous figures who were
capable of inflicting the worst of tortures upon their victims. 128 For
example, French novelist Gustave Aimard created an Indian woman
who attacked a prisoner with her "sharp and curved talons," tore
out his eyes that she "swallowed on the spot," and then buried her
knife in his heart. 129
Occasionally, however, a dissonant note or two challenged this
negative picture ofAmerican Indian women. Maximilian remarked
that not only were women's dances thought important, but that
women were often included as participants in men's dances as
well. 130 In 1859 a Norwegian traveller recounted a huge, respectful
assemblage gathered around the pyre of an Indian woman. 131 A
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German traveller claimed that a native wife was "no longer degraded to be the slave of her husband" but received "the honour
due to her as a wife and a mother. "132 A female British novelist
stressed the existence of an elected governing council of matrons
who ruled coequally with the council of elders among the Huron
Indians. 133 And Fredrika Bremer pointed out that an Indian woman
could achieve power "from her mystical, witch-like attributes, when
she [was] possessed of a powerful character. "134
In her travel letters published in 1850 Bremer disagreed at length
with the usual European view of Indian women as degraded savages. After watching American Indian women in St. Paul, remarking upon their heavy work loads, and visiting their homes, she was
moved to write:
With inward wonder I regarded these beings, women like myself,
with the spirit and feelings of women, yet so unlike myself in their
purpose of life. . . . I thought of hard, gray, domestic life in the
civilized world ... hedged in by conventional opinion, with social
duties . . . with every prospect of independence, liberty, activity,
and joy closed, more rigidly closed by invisible barriers than these
wigwams by their buffalo hides . . . and I thought that the Indian
hut and that Indian woman's life was better, happier as earthly
life . ... I thought that the wigwam of an Indian was better and a
happier world than that of the drawing-room. There they sat at their
ease, without stays or the anxiety to charm, without constraint or
effort, those daughters of the forest. 135
But most European analysts did not interpret the American Indian woman's lifestyle in this way. Rather, Indian women, symbolizing as they did opposition and challenge to white expansion
across the West, were seen most often as primitive and crude.
While they could occasionally be credited with a spark of beauty,
warmth, or creativity, they finally had to be grouped with their
men as poor, degraded people obviously meant for subjugation and
extinction. The willingness of so many Europeans to see American
Indian women as savages was, after all, a logical outcome of their
pervasive belief that white people were destined to inherit the
earth and, most immediately, the American frontier. The prevailing
negative view of American Indian women that resulted from such
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thinking was not lost on generations of Europeans and Americans
who continued to see Indian women as little more than degraded
savages.
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